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ADAM'S ANCESTORS. By L. S. B. Leakey. New York, Long-
mans, Green and Company, 1934. $2.75.
The story of man's early ancestors has a fascination for scientist and
layman alike. Most of us can remember reading with avidity, in our
younger days, the somewhat fanciful tales of stone age men. Intriguing as
these somewhat mythical recounts were, they still left us much in the dark
about the evidence from which prehistory was written. All of us, as boys,
have collected or "swapped" arrowheads and wondered how they were made.
We have wondered how they were dated; how the environment in which
they were found gave clues to the cultures from which they had arisen. In
more recent years much has been made of the discovery of bones, but the
methods employed in reconstructing the physical characteristics, as well as
the cultural activities of the possessors of those bones, have not been current
in the lay literature. It is, therefore, a delight and a stimulus to pick up
Mr. Leakey's book. It provides, in not too technical language, the answer
to many of the above perplexing questions. He tells how one looks for
the evidence of early man; how, having found it, orients it and dates it.
He tells us how stone implements were made, and he has proved his theoretical
knowledge by actually duplicating with his own hands these primitive tools.
His discussion of the osteology of early man, while not as extensive as is
his consideration of the tools of early man, is none the less readable. It is
quite clear that much of the material was found under circumstances which
precluded really scientific investigation, and hence much of our knowledge
is based upon somewhat inadequate foundations. Mr. Leakey has been very
clear about the confused data, differentiating that which can be trusted from
that which is still uncertain. He makes a vivid and stimulating plea for
more work and for more careful work in the field. The book can be recom-
mended as an excellent introduction to the field of prehistory. A list of
collateral readings for each chapter increases the value of this contribution.
-H. S. BURR.
CLINICAL PATHOLOGY OF THE JAWS: With a Histologic and
Roentgen Study of Practical Cases. By Kurt H. Thoma. Charles
C. Thomas, Springfield, Ill., 1934. $9.00.
Comprehensive and exhaustive monographs in special fields in surgery
are greatly needed, and this volume is an attempt to meet this need in
respect to the supporting structures of the teeth.
The subjects considered come under the main divisions of malforma-
tion, atrophy, fractures, infections, endocrine and general diseases, and